
Piece by piece



It is with great joy that we unveil our signature collection. The Song of the Weaver intimately shares the 
stories of the Gone Rural women, offering unique art works which promise to be the stand-out piece in 
an y room.
 
The debut collection is inspired by three generations of our weavers from one family. We asked each to 
craft a large-scale Biography Basket telling their life stories and from these designed three stunning
retail ranges, carrying their names.



Siphiwe

Siphiwe is the backbone of her family homestead. A few years ago, her husband sold all their cattle and 
left her and their seven children. With her income from Gone Rural, she was able to start her life again, 
building a house and buying more animals. Her husband now visits a couple of times a year, however 
she is yet to regain her cattle herd. This is her ultimate dream.

Materials: Unravelling the basket

Bone - Siphiwe is the backbone of her family.
Goat skull - Siphiwe slays a goat when her husband returns.

Metal disc - this symbolises her husband, who always visits by bicycle.
Layers - the years of Siphiwe’s life (some fertile, some dry).



The Siphiwe Collection

Back bone (Series 1)

The Siphiwe Collection is one of The Song of the Weaver’s three retail collections and was inspired by Siphiwe Mngometulu and her 
Biography Basket. It includes two limited-edition series: Back bone and Lace. These pieces are taken from series 1, however we may 
release an updated version of these designs at a later date, which would be series 2.

The Back bone series is inspired by Siphiwe’s position as the back bone of her family and her strength as a poweful, independent 
Swazi woman. The pillar is the most literal interpretation of this, as throughout life’s challenges Siphiwe has remained a pillar of 
strength for her family. The discs of cow bone also represent Siphiwe’s dream of regaining her cattle herd. The tiered layers in the arc 
bowl and platter represent the changing years of Siphiwe’s life - some are fertile, some sink back - but overall, life is getting better.

The arc platter The arc bowl The pillar



The Siphiwe Collection

Lace (Series 1)

The Lace series is the second retail range in The Siphiwe Collection. Like the Back bone series, it takes inspiration from Siphiwe’s
position as the back bone of her family and uses discs of cow bone to represent this. The bone also represents her dream of one day 
regaining her cattle herd.

The pieces in the Lace series grow in layers, with the Lace platter in particular echoeing the layers at the centre of a tree. Every layer 
represents a year of Siphiwe’s life and the joys and pains that each experience brought. Note that there is bone in every layer,
representing her strength throughout life’s challenges.

Large lace cup Lace platter Lace basket



Bonakele

Siphiwe’s daughter, Bonakele, followed in her footsteps by getting pregnant and leaving school at 16. 
She was depressed about this, but her daughter gave her joy and she began weaving to support her. 
She has a good relationship with her husband, but there are many ups and downs in their life. She 
wishes for more orders of woven vases so she could work more herself. This is her prayer for the future.

Materials: Unravelling the basket

Pink - Bonakele’s love for her daughter.
Metal loops - this symbolises her husband and his unstable employment.
The depressed base - Bonakele’s depression at having to leave school.

Top of the basket - the vases she weaves and her prayer for more work in the future.



The Bonakele Collection

Lifeline (Series 1)

The Bonakele Collection is one of The Song of the Weaver’s three retail collections and was inspired by Bonakele Ngwenya and her
Biography Basket. It includes two limited-edition series: Lifeline and Block Wave. These pieces are taken from series 1, however we 
may release an updated version of these designs at a later date, which would be series 2.

The Lifeline series is inspired by the ups and downs of Bonakele’s story (reflected in Ups and downs) and key elements of her daily life 
(reflected in The cooking pot). Some of the downs in her life include having to leave school when she became pregnant and not
being able to fulfil her dream of becoming a nurse. Her husband also has unstable employment. The ups include the joy her daughter 
brings her (reflected in Mother and daughter) and the pleasure she takes in weaving vases.

Several pieces in this series sit on an aluminium incyatsi – another contemporary reinvention of a traditional element of Swazi life.

Mother and daughter Ups and downs The cooking pot



The Bonakele Collection

Block weave (Series 1)

Block weave is the second series in The Bonakele Collection. The bright, contemporary style of these baskets represent Bonakele’s 
youth and how, through Gone Rural, traditional skills are being pioneered and reinvented by the younger generation. The woven coils 
around the edge of the basket represent the passing down of knowledge and skills to the next generation, with the material exposed 
through the bright blocks of sisal, to show the roots behind Bonakele’s contemporary image.

The Block Weave series is available in tang, turquoise, silver, gold, black, purple and pink, with the latter colourway reflective of
Bonakele’s love for her daughter. Each open basket colourway is available individually or in a set of three (small, medium and large) to 
reflect the three generations of women who inspired the collection and the passing of skills between them.

Tang open basket set Turq, pink, black & gold sets Large, medium & small gold open baskets



Gogo Christina

Gogo Christina is Siphiwe’s mother. She has been weaving for Gone Rural for 20 years. She had 12
children, but many have passed. She values the traditions of her heritage, although wishes she taught 
her children about HIV. Her daughters made her proud, but her sons dissapointed her. Gogo believes 
society’s problems have come from a break down in family values. She dreams of peace in her family.

Materials: Unravelling the basket

Water container  - a key element of her daily life.
Stick framework - the framework of a traditional house in her homestead.

Metal - the weight Gogo carries, especially the men in her family.
Cooking pot - the skills she has passed on to her children.



The Gogo Collection

Framework (Series 1)

The Gogo Collection is one of The Song of the Weaver’s three retail collections and was inspired by Gogo Isabelle Mngometulu and 
her Biography Basket. It includes two limited-edition series: Framework and Ribbed. These pieces are taken from series 1, however we 
may release an updated version of these designs at a later date, which would be series 2.

The Framework series is inspired by the stick frame used to build a traditional Swazi hut and Gogo’s commitment to this traditional 
way of life. There are several of these huts in her homestead and the style was also reflected in the design of her Biography Basket, 
which was woven around a stick frame. The Framework series is made up of two pieces – Children part 1 and Children part 2. These 
baskets reflect the framework of a traditional Swazi home, but the posts – its strength – are each engraved with the names of Gogo’s 
12 children. Different names are included on each of the two baskets.

Children part 1 & Children part 2 Plain Children pot Children name posts



The Gogo Collection

Ribbed (Series 1)

Ribbed is the second series in The Gogo Collection. Like the Framework series the main material used is smoke lutindzi grass,
reflecting the pared-back, traditional way of life favoured by Gogo Isabelle. There are five pieces in the collection – the large, medium 
and small pots, which can be purchased individually or as a set, the large black open basket and the medium smoke open basket 
which sits within it. These pieces can also be purchased separately.

The central feature of the Ribbed series is an external coil which extends out of the weave of the basket without ever breaking the 
strand. This reflects the seamless transition of Gogo’s knowledge, skills and traditional values from generation to generation: from 
grandmother, to mother, to granddaughter.

Large, medium & small pots Large black open basket & 
smoke open basket

Pot set & smoke open basket


